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From a general summary to chapter summaries to explanations of famous quotes, the SparkNotes The Sun Also Rises
Study Guide has everything you need to ace quizzes, tests, and essays.

The Theme of Romanticism vs. The war was a traumatizing, bloody occurrence for anyone who was involved.
Ernest Hemingway , who coined the phrase, dives into the days of the lives of the war veterans and nurses
after the war by writing the novel, The Sun Also Rises. In this story, Ernest follows the lives of several
expatriates. The main character Jake tries to find himself throughout the streets of Paris in and other exotic
places. He shares this same goal with his friends. In the middle of this process, him and his best friend are
falling in love with the same girl. Hemingway, also, displays his love for bullfighting during the book.
Hemingway develops the theme of Romanticism vs. He, mostly, has romantic ideas and beliefs. There are
several factors that could contribute to this fact. First, he was not a part of the war. Second, the women in his
life have tied him down and have never allowed him to have his own wants and needs. Once he is free of
them, he experiences a sort of enlightening period. It was full of exotic and daring events. Cohn wanted to do
more with his life than he was previously doing. Finally, he asks Jake to join him. The Sun Also Rises
Analysis We have so large base of authors that we can prepare a unique summary of any book. How fast
would you like to get it? Jake Barnes is a realist. He experiences depressed, empty feelings and wanders the
streets of Paris. Jake is interested in manly man things like bullfighting and fishing. He realizes that he can
never be with Brett, because of his injury, and he accepts it. Lady Ashley Brett is one of the most realistic
characters in the book. She refuses to show or display any romantic feelings. This shows how Brett is
somewhat like a prostitute. She is not able to settle down with a man. She only finds joy in casual sex. Another
realistic aspect is her constant drunkenness. Mike about Brett Hemingway This shows how she is not capable
of being completely sober for the real world. She must, somehow, shut it out. Realism in his book The Sun
Also Rises. Comparing each character, you can catch the certain traits that may distinguish them as romantic
or realistic. Ernest Hemingway himself was a combination of the two. He had many realistic ideas, but, also,
displayed ideas of romanticism.
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The Sun Also Rises study guide contains a biography of Ernest Hemingway, literature essays, quiz questions, major
themes, characters, and a full summary and analysis. About The Sun Also Rises The Sun Also Rises Summary.

Chapter 1 opens the novel with the description of a character named Robert Cohn, delivered in first person by
a so far unidentified protagonist. Cohn grew up part of a wealthy Jewish family in New York, and went on to
have success as a middleweight boxing champion at Princeton University. After graduating, Cohn is
self-conscious partly due to his nose being broken boxing, and is unhappily married for five years before his
wife leaves him. Following their divorce, Cohn becomes involved in the arts and meets a woman named
Frances, who wishes to marry him, and convinces him to move to Europe, where he meets the narrator, Jake
Barnes, in Paris. Robert Cohn has written a novel that Barnes describes as poor, but it is praised by an
American publisher, which inflates his ego. He is subsequently dealing with restlessness, and tries to convince
Jake to go travelling with him, but Jake seems satisfied to stay in Paris working as a journalist, and declines
the invitations. After having a drink together, Jake and Georgette catch a cab to go to a restaurant. In the cab,
Georgette tries to kiss Jacob, but he declines, saying he is sick. While eating dinner, Georgette presses Jacob
about his sickness, and he vaguely explains that he was hurt in the war. Jake is then called over by a friend
named Braddocks, who is sitting with a group of people including Richard Cohn and Frances, and they invite
Jake and Georgette to join them at a dance club. They are amused at the sight of Georgette, and end up
dancing with her. While Robert is clearly taken with Brett, and asks her to dance, she declines and dances with
Jacob instead. While they dance, Brett asks Jacob to leave with her, and they go outside to catch a taxi. Once
in a taxi, Jacob kisses Brett, but she soon pushes him away. They have a conversation about how they love
each other, but discuss the unnamed reason why they cannot be together. They settle on having the taxi take
them to another cafe, and when they arrive, many of their friends from the dance are there. When Jacob goes
home, he lies in bed and thinks about his injury during the war. While Jacob had been recuperating in the
hospital, an Italian liaison came to visit him, and told him that he had given more than his life. Jacob was
shipped to England when he was better, which is where he met Brett. Jacob falls asleep but is awoken by
sounds of Brett drunkenly arguing with the concierge at his building. Brett comes in for a drink, and invites
Jacob to come out with her and her friend Count Mippipopolous, who Jake met earlier at the dance club. Jacob
declines to join them, having to work in the morning, and kisses Brett goodbye when she leaves. Chapter five
opens the following morning, with Jacob going to his job at the newspaper. Jacob attends a press conference,
and Robert Cohn is waiting for him at the office upon his return. The two men go out for lunch, and Robert
asks about Brett. Jacob tells him that Brett is getting a divorce, and is going to marry a man named Mike
Campbell, who is currently in Scotland. Robert asks more questions, causing Jacob to explain that he met
Brett when she was a volunteer nurse in a hospital during the war, and that Brett married her husband, Lord
Ashely, during the war, after her previous love died of dysentery. The discussion becomes heated, because
Robert feels Jacob is insulting Brett, prompting Jacob to tell Robert to go to hell. Jacob eventually apologizes,
and the two men leave the restaurant together.
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The Sun Also Rises Homework Help Questions. In The Sun Also Rises, what is the significance of the title? This novel
began as a short story titled Cayetano Ordonez, "Nino de la Palma" and focused.

Stop The audience is waiting for Jake to stop obsessing over Brett. Do-er Main Character Approach Jake first
looks for a physical solution when faced with a problem. For example, when Robert Cohn insults him, he
throws a punch: Male Main Character Mental Sex Jake is goal oriented, as exemplified by his focus on the
possibility of winning Brett. He tries to pull it all together by always being available to her and her needs, and
by continually pleading with her to stay with him. Decision Story Driver The decision the objective characters
make to go to Pamplona for the festival of the bulls precipitates the action that follows. For example, Brett
takes up with the young bullfighter, Romero, and ultimately leaves town with him; Robert Cohn, pugnacious
and wildly jealous, hits Jake and Mike and beats up Romero. Optionlock Story Limit In the end, most of the
objective characters have run out of options. After the frenetic activities of the fiesta, they come to the end of
the road and are just as morally empty and disillusioned as ever. Failure Story Outcome The objective
characters fail to find meaning and fulfillment in their lives. This failure is particularly well depicted in the
character of Lady Brett Ashley. She changes her amoral ways and begins to acquire a conscience, but her
potential for peace and contentment will always remain unfulfilled: All of the characters are constantly
hopping from place to place in an aimless patternâ€”from bar to bar, from France to Spain, in taxis and trains,
limousines and cars. No longer willing or able to stay in one place, they are transients seeking escape through
frivolous diversions. I have seen a lot, too. I have been in seven wars and four revolutions. That is the secret.
Another example is illustrated by the character of Mike Campbell. He chooses not to learn about finances,
because he understands what he can get away with by not doing so. There is also a strong implication that he
knows Brett will eventually be back: Conditioning Overall Story Issue The objective characters, although
appearing aimless, ineffectual, and powerless, in reality are engaging in senseless destruction, and they do
violent damage to themselves and others. This is a throwaway society that relentlessly consumes one another
and everyone else in their pathâ€”and later discards the leftovers. Most of them have readily, although
unwillingly, adapted themselves to the postwar climate of permissiveness, the new affluence, and the aimless
pursuit of pleasure. Overall Story Thematic Conflict Conditioning vs. He bases this inference on a brief fling
they had had in San Sebastian. Do you think you add to the party? Inertia Overall Story Symptom Most of the
objective characters have a tendency to continue to focus on their own petty needs. For example, Mike
Campbell continues to drink and overspend: Said it would be wicked. It is her acting on her sexual impulses,
in particular with Robert Cohn and Pedro Romero, that accelerates the objective story. Learning Overall Story
Benchmark The objective characters have great difficulty in pursuing their goals. Their efforts toward this end
are applied in non-productive ways. They go about attempting to acquire the knowledge necessary to achieve
their goals in haphazard, unfocused ways, thus they lack the tools to understand their world and continue to
drift along in ignorance. Cut off from the highly structured and well defined social order of pre World War I,
they are all trying to get away from themselves and they are not succeeding. Although they are all part of a
group, they are, in reality, isolated from each other. Overall Story Backstory The conclusion of World War I
had brought an end to an orderly, predictable, and grounded way of life. All reassuring social values had been
irretrievably lost, leaving the characters drained of emotion and suffering from physical and psychological
wounds. His physical condition is not going to change, and he sees it as an insurmountable obstacle to his
future happiness. He wanted me to say something. Just then Montoya came into the room. He started to smile
at me, then he saw Pedro Romero with a big glass of cognac in his hand, sitting laughing between me and a
woman with bare shoulders, at a table full of drunks. He did not even nod. When I came back and looked in
the cafe, twenty minutes later, Brett and Pedro Romero were gone. The coffee-glasses and our three empty
cognac glasses were on the table. Actuality Main Character Problem Jake is driven by the reality of his
physical impotence: Inertia Main Character Symptom To avoid facing his own problem, Jake focuses on
maintaining the status quo among his friends, which causes him difficulties: Change Main Character Response
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Jake directs his efforts toward changing his continued tolerance of his friends. Fate Main Character Unique
Ability At this particular point in time, Jake is unable to understand his fate, and because of this, he is unable
to help his compatriots with their own search for understanding. Therefore, he fails in solving both the
objective and subjective problems. Present Main Character Benchmark Jake judges the degree of his concern
of the past based on the current situation and circumstances. He is desperately trying to recenter himself and to
completely accept this permanent condition. This flaw is also appealing to Brett, because it makes him
unattainable in her eyes; thus he can function as her confidant, sounding board, and pimp. He is a safe haven
for her. If Jake had been physically whole, Brett would surely have destroyed him. He has been left
permanently impotent by a wound received in WWI. She will not ever change her mind about the state of their
relationship, not even when Jake continually pleads with her. Although it seems to be very difficult for her,
she stands fast against his emotional entreaties, knowing in her heart that she would surely destroy him if they
did get together. Suspicion Influence Character Counterpoint If a man is attracted to Brett, he puts aside any
suspicions that she may destroy him. Influence Character Thematic Conflict Evidence vs. Pedro is not
destroyed because Brett sends him away before she can do any damage. More than simple altruism is involved
in her decision. Life with Pedro held the possibility of wholeness for herâ€”as it held the possibility of
dissipation for him. By sending him away rather than risk damaging him, she relinquishes her last chance for
health and happiness. Inequity Influence Character Response The direction Brett takes, to remedy the
difficulties created by her attempts at being fair to Jake, is to throw him off balance in hopes he will finally
understand they cannot be together. One way she accomplishes this is by pressuring him to arrange an
introduction with a man he knows she would like to take as a lover: She had not stopped looking at Pedro
Romero. Hemingway Truth Influence Character Unique Ability Brett is truthful about herself and honest
about her relationships with other men. Her honesty should compel Jake to face the fact that they will never be
together, but he continues to ignore this. Conscious Influence Character Benchmark The more Jake sidesteps
the unpleasant truth Brett is trying to show him, the closer Brett draws to the inevitable conclusion that they
cannot be together. She started all that. She was built with curves like the hull of a racing yacht, and you
missed none of it with that wool jersey. She is admired and pursued by all kinds of men. She ruthlessly and
systematically pursues those in whom she has a prurient and financial interest. She keeps retreating to Jake,
who offers solace and non-judgmental support. She is bored and world weary and will do anything to distract
herself from her senseless world: She has a clarity of vision when it comes to her relationship with
Jakeâ€”something he has yet to see. When I think of the hell I put chaps through. Always slept with a loaded
service revolver. He has been irrevocably in love with her ever since. Brett is currently engaged to Mike
Campbell while awaiting the finalization of her divorce from Ashley. Although she loves Jake, as much as she
is able to love anybody , she clearly manipulates him and uses him throughout the story. She plays upon his
great love for her which he allows to gain sympathy, unconditional love, and emotional support. He envisions
an idyllic existence with her, but she in turn knows herself so well that she is accurately able to paint a picture
of what it would be like, and it would not be good for either of them. Sense of Self Relationship Story Issue
Jake and Brett are each affected by their own poor self image which does not allow for a healthy relationship.
Through his frustrated love for Brett, Pedro is exposed to her corrupting influence. This thematic counterpoint
underscores the improbability of their relationship: Hemingway shows war wounds as the destroyer of love:
Jake pursues love without sex and Brett pursues sex without love. Brett knows that Jake is a good and kind
individual. She also knows that his physical flaw will always stand in the way of their potential happiness.
Jake perceives Brett as one who is searching for something in her meaningless affairs, and he feels that if she
would only settle down with him, she would find meaning. Projection Relationship Story Problem It is a
problem for Jake and Brett that a future for their relationship is improbable: I simply turn all to jelly when you
touch me. My arm was around her and she was leaning back against me, and we were quite calm. Could they
have been happy? Brett suggests that sex would have been terribly good between them and would have served
them well but Jake does not accept this conjecture. Carey 60 Ability Relationship Story Symptom The
principal symptom of the difficulties between Jake and Brett is their inability to have a sexual relationship.
Desire Relationship Story Response The direction Jake and Brett take to remedy the difficulties created by
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their inability to engage in a sexual relationship is to attempt to stifle their mutual desire:
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4: The Sun Also Rises - Analysis - Dramatica
Characters and Analysis. Jake Barnes. Jake is a veteran of World War I. The protagonist working as a journalist in
Paris. He and his friends live a life of drinking and parties.

It suggests the ambitious goal for the novel of describing the concerns of a generation. Do not think that I am
very much impressed by that as a boxing title, but it meant a lot to Cohn. Somehow they always made me
angry. I know they are supposed to be amusing, and you should be tolerant, but I wanted to swing on one, any
one, anything to shatter that superior, simpering composure. I just feel terribly. Then turned to his sticks. We
got out from the crowd. Brett went to the dressing room. The drummer is African, and the six dots or
double-ellipses appear to represent jazz singing. Romero turned and tried to get through the crowd. They were
all around him trying to lift him and put him on their shoulders. He fought and twisted away, and started
running, in the midst of them, toward the exit. But they held him and lifted him. It was uncomfortable and his
legs were spraddled and his body was very sore. They were lifting him and all running toward the gate. He
looked around at us apologetically. The crowd, running, went out the gate with him. He is an unequivocal
hero, and the crowd surges into the ring to carry him away and celebrate with him. He raised his baton. The
car slowed suddenly pressing Brett against me. They are riding around Madrid in a taxi, waiting for the
departure of their evening train.
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most of the analysis found hereâ€”which simply lists the unique individual story appreciationsâ€”this in-depth study
details the actual encoding for each structural item.

Bill is full of good spirits in his descriptions of the U. Bill, who returned to the United States after the war
rather than staying in Europe, is more cheerful than the expatriate veterans. Then he does remember one thing:
Bill, like the other veterans, turns to drinking. The one thing he does remember from his drunken state is a
boxing fight. Active Themes As they walk around Paris looking for a restaurant, Bill tells Jake about a man he
was drinking with earlier in the day whose secret is never being "daunted. They agree not to get daunted. Bill
Gorton uses jokes to cover horror and fear and insecurity. He teaches Jake his brand of avoidance. They
compare each other on a scale of dauntedness. They cling to a masculine ideal of fearlessness, but are insecure
about it. Active Themes Suddenly they see Brett in a passing taxi. Jake insists they all meet that night. After
Brett leaves, Jake comments that she is soon going to marry Mike and Bill jokes that he always meets girls in
that stage of life. Brett, meanwhile, sees her entire trip as silly and meaningless, which of course it was. Bill
jokes about not meeting women, but really does seem to regret being alone. She also asks Jake why he never
comes to eat there. He replies that there are too many of his compatriots. They cross the Seine and see Notre
Dame cathedral from the river. Bill says that he loves to get back to Paris. Previous distaste for the city is
forgotten when the men are walking and encounter the majesty of the cathedral and the river. Mike is, in fact,
drunk, and he keeps commenting about how beautiful and wonderful Brett is. But these blissful feelings
always disappear once Brett arrives. Here the men deflect their competitive spirit into the acts of drinking and
talking about boxing. Jake is jealous of the way Brett looks at Mike, recognizing it from his own experience
with her. Retrieved November 14,
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The Sun Also Rises is a somewhat nontraditional narrative. Only a few pages into the first chapter, the book's
conclusion is revealed: Jake and Brett cannot end up together. The book is propell.

Perhaps most shockingly, Brett seems to have sex indiscriminately. Jake betrays his friend Montoya by
allowing Romero and Brett to disappear together. Cohn abandons his aging fiancee because he thinks he has
not had enough experience to marry. Mike is bankrupt, quite cruel when he is drunk, and looks the other way
when his fiancee has affairs with other men. Almost all of the characters are tremendous drinkers, and
virtually every character gets too drunk to walk at some point in the book. It was difficult for people who had
observed the horrors of trench warfare to believe that a benign divinity could allow such an enormous waste of
human life. They had seen the use of chemical weapons, battles such as Verdun or the Somme where hundreds
of thousands of men might die in a single day with no visible change in positions, and the increased use of
machines that kill. For people such as Jake, Mike, and Brett who survived these things, it might mean that the
world has lost its innocence, and traditional Christian morality no longer has any relevance. Or it might mean
that everything that used to mean something- art, love, peace-has become threatened. What it often meant, in
the simplest terms, was that the world changed a great deal as a result of the War, and many people, unsure
what the changes meant, started to experiment to find out. Over the course of the novel, at least four of the five
characters who meet in Pamplona for the fiesta Jake, Cohn, Mike, and Brett are tested in some way. For Cohn,
beautiful women who are "well-bred" do not do things like what he catches her doing with Romero. If they
are, it is something that they need to be rescued from, not something that they should enjoy and refuse to
abandon. Mike, like Cohn, is tested by Brett. His relationship with Brett was never about morality or any
meaningful commitment, because she regularly had relationships with other men. Jake, like the others, is
tested by Brett, and though his failure seems to take more effort on her part, it is more serious than the others.
Brett tells Jake that she loves him, and treats him differently, possibly because of his impotence. She connects
with Cohn through him, though he does not know about her trip to San Sebastian with Cohn until afterward.
He does know about her intentions with Romero, though, and he not only introduces the two of them, he
politely steps out of the way so that they can abscond together. She cares enough about Romero, at least, to let
him go, knowing that it is the best thing for him. Romero is very young, innocent, but he has a strength of
spirit and courage that Cohn cannot beat out of him with his fists, and that he quickly demonstrates despite his
beaten and sore body in the bullfight ring. He is clearly a hero, and though Brett knows that he would be rich
and famous and take care of her, she tells him to leave. It is possible that Romero, through his relationship
with Brett, teaches her enough about morality for her to realize that she does not belong with him and that he
would be better off without her. If this is true, then Romero becomes the only source of meaningful moral
clarity. He does things the right way; he presents a positive model of virtue, through his respect for tradition,
history, his sport, his people, himself, and both the animals he kills and the natural world that produces them.
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The sun also rises critical analysis In the context of the bullfighting festival, the activity in itself is time filling more than it
is a pass time. As such passing time is equivalent to time wastage where an individual has better things to do but
instead lags or stalls instead of getting to it.

Jake is a veteran of World War I who now works as a journalist in Paris. Cohn is also an American expatriate,
although not a war veteran. He is a rich Jewish writer who lives in Paris with his forceful and controlling
girlfriend, Frances Clyne. Jake refuses, and he takes pains to get rid of Cohn. Brett is a free-spirited and
independent woman, but she can be very selfish at times. Although Brett loves Jake, she hints that she is
unwilling to give up sex, and that for this reason she will not commit to a relationship with him. The next
morning, Jake and Cohn have lunch. Cohn is quite taken with Brett, and he gets angry when Jake tells him that
Brett plans to marry Mike Campbell, a heavy-drinking Scottish war veteran. That afternoon, Brett stands Jake
up. That night, however, she arrives unexpectedly at his apartment with Count Mippipopolous, a rich Greek
expatriate. After sending the count out for champagne, Brett tells Jake that she is leaving for San Sebastian, in
Spain, saying it will be easier on both of them to be apart. Bill and Jake make plans to leave for Spain to do
some fishing and later attend the fiesta at Pamplona. Jake makes plans to meet Cohn on the way to Pamplona.
They ask if they may join Jake in Spain, and he politely responds that they may. The three men travel together
into Spain, to Pamplona. They plan on meeting Brett and Mike that night, but the couple does not show up.
Bill and Jake decide to leave for a small town called Burguete to fish, but Cohn chooses to stay and wait for
Brett. Bill and Jake travel to the Spanish countryside and check into a small, rural inn. They spend five
pleasant days fishing, drinking, and playing cards. Eventually, Jake receives a letter from Mike. He writes that
he and Brett will be arriving in Pamplona shortly. Jake and Bill leave on a bus that afternoon to meet the
couple. After arriving in Pamplona, Jake and Bill check into a hotel owned by Montoya, a Spanish bullfighting
expert who likes Jake for his earnest interest in the sport. Jake and Bill meet up with Brett, Mike, and Cohn,
and the whole group goes to watch the bulls being unloaded in preparation for the bullfights during the fiesta.
Mike mocks Cohn harshly for following Brett around when he is not wanted. After a few more days of
preparation, the fiesta begins. The city is consumed with dancing, drinking, and general debauchery. The
highlight of the first day is the first bullfight, at which Pedro Romero, a nineteen-year-old prodigy,
distinguishes himself above all the other bullfighters. Despite its violence, Brett cannot take her eyes off the
bullfight, or Romero. A few days later, Jake and his friends are at the hotel dining room, and Brett notices
Romero at a nearby table. She persuades Jake to introduce her to him. Mike again verbally abuses Cohn, and
they almost come to blows before Jake defuses the situation. Later that night, Brett asks Jake to help her find
Romero, with whom she says she has fallen in love. Jake agrees to help, and Brett and Romero spend the night
together. Jake then meets up with Mike and Bill, who are both extremely drunk. Cohn soon arrives,
demanding to know where Brett is. After an exchange of insults, Cohn attacks Mike and Jake, knocking them
both out. When Jake returns to the hotel, he finds Cohn lying face down on his bed and crying. The next day,
Jake learns from Bill and Mike that the night before Cohn also beat up Romero when he discovered the
bullfighter with Brett; Cohn later begged Romero to shake hands with him, but Romero refused. At the
bullfight that afternoon, Romero fights brilliantly, dazzling the crowd by killing a bull that had gored a man to
death in the streets. After this final bullfight, Romero and Brett leave for Madrid together. Cohn has left that
morning, so only Bill, Mike, and Jake remain as the fiesta draws to a close. The next day, the three remaining
men rent a car and drive out of Spain to Bayonne and then go their separate ways. Jake heads back into Spain
to San Sebastian, where he plans to spend several quiet days relaxing. He receives a telegram from Brett,
however, asking him to come meet her in Madrid. He complies, and boards an overnight train that same day.
Jake finds Brett alone in a Madrid hotel room. She has broken with Romero, fearing that she would ruin him
and his career. She announces that she now wants to return to Mike. Jake books tickets for them to leave
Madrid. As they ride in a taxi through the Spanish capital, Brett laments that she and Jake could have had a
wonderful time together.
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8: SparkNotes: The Sun Also Rises
The Sun Also Rises Questions and Answers. The Question and Answer section for The Sun Also Rises is a great
resource to ask questions, find answers, and discuss the novel.

After his divorce, he meets Frances, who convinces him to travel to Europe. After three years with her, Cohn
has written a novel, goes to America, and gets it accepted by a publisher. While he is there, attention from
other women raises his confidence and makes him lose interest in Frances. After he returns to Europe, his
dissatisfaction with his life grows when he becomes smitten with Brett, a woman with whom Jake is also in
love. She and Jake can never move beyond a platonic relationship, though, because of a war injury that left
Jake impotent. Robert changes when he falls in love with Brett. He no longer cares about tennis, sends Frances
away, and has conflicts with people. The group decides to go to Spain to fish. Bill, Robert, and Jake go ahead
to get equipment and rooms and plan for Brett and Mike to join them later in Pamplona. He goes to the station
in case she shows up. When she does not, he does not go fishing in case Brett went to San Sebastian to meet
him. Robert disgusts Bill and Jake. They go to Burguete and fish for five days before returning. In Pamplona,
Robert follows Brett constantly. The first day of the fiesta, streets become crowded with people drinking and
partying. Releasing the bulls signals the beginning of the bullfights. The next day the bullfights begin.
Montoya introduces Bill and Jake to Romero, the newcomer. At the bullfight, spectators are impressed with
his skills, but Brett with his attractiveness. The next day Romero steals the show. Montoya shows his
protectiveness for Romero when the American ambassador wants Romero to join him for coffee. Montoya
expresses concern that this attention may spoil Romero. Jake agrees and suggests Montoya lose the message.
When Jake returns to the group without Brett, Robert panics. After Brett lambasts him, Robert begins crying
and apologizes to Romero and later to Jake. He leaves Pamplona in the morning. The next morning is the final
day of the fiesta. As bulls are running the streets into the ring, one man gets gored. Brett, radiantly in love with
Romero, sits with Jake and Bill at the bullring. She shows adoration and concern for Romero although she
says his people disapprove of her. Romero hands his gold-brocade cape to his sword-handler to give to Brett.
Belmonte, the first fighter, kills his bull without much drama. The bull does not see well, and the crowd wants
another bull. Marcial fights next, and the crowd responds ecstatically. He works smoothly and efficiently at
both killing the bull and pleasing the crowd. He gives the ear to Brett. After the bullfight, the fiesta winds
down. Brett leaves with Romero, and everyone else goes his own way. Jake stays one night in Bayonne before
leaving for San Sebastian. After three days he receives cables from Brett that she is in Madrid and needs help.
When Jake arrives, Brett cries and tells him she sent Romero away because she knew she was no good for
him. He had been ashamed of her. Romero had offered her money, but she could not take it. She decides to go
back to Mike. As the story ends, she bemoans that she and Jake could have been good together. Jake realizes it
is only a nice dream. The novel, written in a narrative frame, is divided into three books. Book I includes
Chapters 1â€”7 and is set in Paris. Here, the group goes for fishing and bullfighting. Here Jake demonstrates
then violates his values. There is still lots of drinking and sex. At the end of the book, Brett has left for a
liaison with Romero. The fiesta is over and there is no more partying. The focus in this chapter is on Jake, who
goes off without any of his friends to regain his values. He is called to Madrid at the end. Although the novel
begins with development of Robert Cohn, it ends without reference to himâ€”as if he were obliterated from
life. Brett will end with Mike. In school he took up boxing. He began his journalism career in During World
War I he fought in the Italian infantry. Sustaining serious wounds caused him to treasure life, fear death, and
handle himself well in the face of danger. He was a Red Cross ambulance driver until he was wounded. He
returned home after falling in love and being rejected by the nurse who cared for him. In , Hemingway married
for the first time and went to Paris where he joined a coterie of other literary minds, including Ezra Pound
Edna St. Scott Fitzgerald Gertrude Stein and others. During this time he also frequented Spain and became
familiar with bullfights and fiestas, which later provided material for books. In he divorced his first wife and
married again the next year. He published several novels during this decade. In , he divorced his second wife
and married his third. In , he divorced his third wife and married for a final time in In he was institutionalized
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for bouts of paranoia and depression and received electroshock treatments. They were unsuccessful, though,
and he committed suicide in Ketchum, Idaho, in His father had also committed suicide. Estimated Reading
Time An average reader can read the book in six to seven hours. A more careful reading will take longer
because of unfamiliar terms and places. It is difficult to read in one sitting.
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9: The Sun Also Rises Analysis - www.enganchecubano.com
Life in expat Paris: lots of drinking, eating and a little bit of working. As the novel opens, we meet our expatriate friends
in their adopted home of Paris. They all have different feelings about the city; Jake clearly relishes his life there, despite
his general sense of dissatisfaction. He.

The novel also risks reader dissatisfaction with regard to structure. Jake Barnes wants a satisfying love
relationship with Brett, Lady Ashley. And yet we do read on. Typically, a contemporary novel begins with a
scene, dropping readers directly into the action of the story and thereby piquing our interest. Who are these
people? What are their relationships to one another, and to their time and place? We read on, at least at first, to
find out the answers to such fundamental questions. Sometimes called exposition, background is information
we need in order to fully understand the action of the story. Without it, readers may be unsure of the
significance of the scenes they read. They may even lose their way altogether. This is perhaps a more logical
way to begin a story than the first approach described. It is also less dynamic and engaging, however. After all,
sheer information is never as compelling as action. In a way, conflict is story, as we read, consciously or
unconsciously, to see if and how the protagonist will get what he or she wants. Will Odysseus arrive home
safely to regain control of his kingdom? Will Hamlet kill his uncle, as instructed by the ghost of his father?
Will Jane Eyre survive childhood and adolescence? When offered a story lacking a conflict, most readers lose
interest sooner or later, no matter how nuanced the characterization or poetic the description, no matter how
sparkling the dialogue or original the style. Reading a conflict-free novel would be like listening to a piece of
music that lacked a melody, or even what musicians call tonality. Or like looking at a painting of. And in fact,
this is just the sort of Modern music and art that was being made in the early s, by European innovators like
the composer Arnold Schoenberg and the painter Pablo Picasso, when Hemingway was living in Paris and
crafting The Sun Also Rises. The novel contains other structural oddities as well. Like many novels before it,
The Sun Also Rises begins with exposition. We never learn this sort of background information about Jake at
all â€” where and how he grew up, much less the specifics of his wartime experiences. Two hundred pages
remain. Hemingway bombards us with the results of his informal but intensive education in the writing craft.
Just as abstract artists, deprived of the tool of representation, must wow us with composition, line, color, and
perhaps sheer originality, Hemingway made up for his lack of a traditional story structure by means of
characterization, description, dialogue, and style. From the very first line of The Sun Also Rises, the writer
introduces us to characters who are unique and sympathetic, and therefore unforgettable. The novel features
not one or two, but five fully three-dimensional figures at its center: This is partly due to the fact that
Hemingway brings his ensemble cast onstage one at a time, allowing us to "meet" each player before the next
one is introduced. Each of them behaves badly in one way or another, and some do so again and again. And
yet we understand the human failings of these imaginary people. As discussed elsewhere, Hemingway
described not just people but places and things in a new way. Hemingway was a master at writing dialogue,
too, a fact rarely remarked upon. This is the way people really talk, we think as we read â€” drunk people, at
least. Thus, in writing his first full-length novel, Ernest Hemingway followed the lead of the great Modern
artists of the early twentieth century. Hemingway succeeds in his seemingly-impossible quest by virtue of all
the other writing-craft elements at his disposal â€” a considerable arsenal, as it turns out. It is a bravura
performance, one that not many writers have equaled, or even attempted, since.
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